
Der Bevolkerung (Fig. 1)

Hans Haacke

As an introduct ion to a recent instal lat ion in Ber l in lwould I ike to cal l  to mind a
work I produced for the Earth Art exhibit ion at the Andrew Dickson White Museum
of Cornel l  Universi ty in 1969 (Fig.2).  I  bel ieve this was the f i rst  exhibi t ion in the
US of so-called Earth Aft. I piled soil in the centre of a room, seeded the mound
with grass, and the seeds did what they do under halfway decent climactic
conditions: they sprouted and grew. Therefore the tit le Grass Grows.

At another occasion plants grew without assistance - from seeds the wind had
blown into a bit of soil I had left on the roof where I had a studio in New York (from
1965 to 1984) (Fig. 3). I photographed it. And that was it: BowerySeeds, vintage
1970. Obviously,  such a process could not be exhibi ted in a gal lery to be
merchandized. lt was strictly site-specific.

A strange thing happened to me about two years ago. But before I get to that,
let me review a bit of German history. When East and West Germany were joined
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F ig.  1.  Hans Haacke: DER BEVOLKERUNG,1999, Reichstag, Ber l in.  (Photo:  Stephan l \4ul ler . )
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in 1990, the German Par l iament decided that Ber l in ought to be again the capi ta l
of the country. The Bundestag was to move from Bonn to Berlin and into the
Reichstag, the old bui ld ing of  the German Par l iament.  l t  is  a rather monstrous
edifice by the architect Paul Wallot. Contrary to generally held assumptions, the
Reichstag has a democratic history. lt was from one of its balconles that, in
1918, the Soclal  Democrat ic pol i t ic ian Scheidemann proclaimed Germany a
republic. According to strong circumstantial evidence, it was the Nazis who, in a
successful  p loy to sol id i fy their  control  in 1933, made the bui ld ing go up in
f lames. l t  was further damaged dur ing Hi t ler 's war.

As the result of an international competit ion, the Bundestag gave a non-
German architect, Sir Norman Foster, the commission to rebuild its future home
in Berlin. Foster refurbished the interior and, after some prodding, his prize-
winning design provided for a gas station-like flat roof over the entire building,
held by pil lars in the four corners, and he also deslgned a dome for the roof (the
old Reichstag had one).

Like some other countries, Germany has a rule according to which a ceftain
percentage of the construction budget for public buildings must be set aside for
art. The Kunstbeirat, a standing committee of the Bundestag, comprised of
twelve MPs and assisted by half a dozen art advisors (museum directors,
curators, art professors, etc.), is in charge of art related matters in all buildings
of the Parliament. The pafties of the Bundestag are represented in the
committee proportional to their presence ln the Parliament. The President of the
Bundestag chairs the commit tee.

The committee decided that arl ists with an international reputation. for the

Fig.  2,  Hans Haacke: Grass Grows, 1969. Exhibi t ion 'Eadh Ad' ,  Andrew Dickson White lv luseum, Cornel l  Universi ty,  New York,  (Photo:  Hans Haacke.)
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most part artists in their f ift ies or older, were to be invited, without competit ion,
to submit  proposals for  assigned spaces in the Reichstag. Besides these, a
select group of artists were invited to compete for commissions for the as yet
non-existent new buildings that are to house the offices of the parllamentarians.
In the Reichstag, each of the former occupation powers was to be represented by
one artist: Norman Foster for Britain, Jenny Holzer was to represent the United
States, Christian Boltanski was chosen as the French artist, and l lya Kabakov
was to have represented Russia (the former Soviet Union). Kabakov made two
proposals which were both rejected for reasons that I am unaware of. Another
Russian art ist ,  Gr ischa Bruskin,  was then given the commission. Once the
Kunstbeirat accepted a proposal (if the first one was rejected, the artist was to
submit a second design), the artistwas given a budgetfor its realization: a fixed
amountl lt had to cover everything: the production, insurance, taxes, etc' AIso
the honorarium had to come out of this fixed amount.

In 1998, to my great surprise, I was the final artist to have been invited to
submit a proposal for one of the two interior open-air courtyards of the Reichstag.
The southern courtyard had already been assigned to Ulrich Ruckriem. His work
was almost complete when I made my first visit to see my site in the northern
courtyard. Before I describe my project, I would l ike to speak about the building
and its immediate neighbourhood. In 1998 the area around the Reichstag was
an enormous conStruction site. Many aSpects of Foster'S refurbished interior
bui ld ing I  do not care for ,  but  h is dome is absolutely spectacular,  a tour ist
attraction of the first order (Fig. 4). Every visitor to Berlin considers it essential to
visit the roof and the dome, often waiting an hour in l ine. A huge inverted mirror-
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Fig,3.  Hans Haacke: BowerySeeds (Bowery Samen),  1970, earth,  a i rborne seeds. Art ist 's  studio roof,  (Photo:  Hans Haacke )
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clad nose in the centre of the dome serves as an exhaust pipe for the foul air
generated by the MPs ln the assembly hall below. Two spiral ramps wind along
the dome's periphery. You can walk all the way to the top and enjoy a fantastic
overview of the city and, as in most museums, there is a cafe!

From the dome, a view over East Berlin shows what a boomtown this city has
become; wherever you look you see cranes. A view north reveals the new
Chancel lery under construct ion,  an ugly colossus couftesy of  Helmut Kohl  (Fig.  5) .
Gerhard Schroder, his successor, commented dryly, ' i t could have been a size
smaller'. To the west you can see the Slegessdu/e (Victory Column) sticking up
above the trees of the Tiergaften, the huge park in the middle of the city (Fig. 6).
The column used to be shorter and stood right in front of the Reichstag. Albert
Speer added to its height and moved it to where it is now to make room for the
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Fig.  4.  Inter lor  of  the Reichstag dome, Ber l in.  (Photo:  Hans Haacke.)



Fig.5. View north from the Reichstag roof. (Photo: Hans Haacke.)

north-south axis of his grandiose design for Hitler's new Berlin. The Siegessdu/e
was erected ln celebration of the victory of the German armies over the French in
L87t and the establishment of the German Empire - the Kaiser was crowned in
Versail les. Looking south, one can see the Brandenburg Gate and a bit fufther a
large empty lot where the Holocaust memorial by Peter Eisenman is sited (Fig. 7).
(The longer the negotiations with Eisenman continue, the more it changes from
its winning proposal .  lcan understand why Richard Serra,  or ig inal ly the co-
designer with Eisenman, eventually decided not to have anything to do with these
compromises, and withdrew from the project.)

I would now like to focus on the faqade of the building (Fig. 8). lt is worthwhile
looking closely at the figures on the pediment to get an idea of what this building
represented at the time of its completion in 1896. On the large shield in the
centre you see the German eagle with the Prussian coat of arms affixed to its
breast. On the shield, cushioned by the Royal ermine coat, rests the crown of the
Prussian king, and at the very top of the triangle, is the crown of the Kaiser (the
Prussian King and the Emperor happened to be one and the same person). Left
and right of the shield, two beefy Teutonic characters with Wagnerian helmets
and swords are ready to defend the two crowns. Particularly noteworthy in the far
r ight  corner of  the pediment is a sculptor,  naked, busy chisel l ing a bust of  Kaiser
Wilhelm l .  In the opposi te corner is depicted the bow of a ship,  palm leaves, and
tropical fruit, all references to the desperate attempt of the Kaiser to catch up
with his European neighbours and bui ld a colonial  empire.  Today you st i l l  f ind
many other references to the Kaiser - all four sides of the l itt le turrets on the
roof, Ieft and right of the pediment, carry the Kaiser's init ials 'W l ' (Wilhelm l).

Der Bcvolkerung
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Fig. 6, View west from the Reichstag roof, victory column, Tiergarten Park. (Photo: Hans Haacke.)

Fig. 7. View south from the Reichstag roof, Brandenburg Gate, Holocaust lvlemorial site. (Photo: Hans Haacke.)
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Fig. 8. Reichstag - portico. (Photo: Stefan N4uller.)

Each of the turrets is topped off with the imperial crown (Fig. 9). Emblazoned in
the ceil ing of the portico are the init ials of three successive emperors of the late-
nineteenth century. Neither the architecture of the buildlng nor its decorations
made reference to the Parliament - instead it celebrated the King and Emperor.
In effect, the Reichstag looks as if i t were an imperial palace.

In 1998, when I saw the courtyard for which I was asked to submit a proposal
for the first t ime, it was sti l l  a construction site (Fig. 1O). Early on I realized that it
is primarily seen from above as a two-dimensional image. Only the cooks in the
restaurant on the iower level of the building and a few office employees have
direct access. The MPs look onto the courtyard from the assembly hall on the
second floor and the oublic can see it from the roof.

I would now like to draw your attention to the inscription on the portico (Fig. 11).
lt reads DEM DEUTSCHEN VOLI<E (To the German People). I saw it for the first
t ime when I  was prepar ing an exhibi t ion in Ber l in in 1984. l t  was by accident on a
Sunday afternoon when I was stroll ing aimlessly through the Tiergaften (l did not
know the city well) that I came across the Reichstag ruin blocking the view of the
Wall immediately behind it (the Wall divided the city from 1961 to 1989). On the
lawn in front of the building, kids were playing football and families were
barbecuing lamb - it was a Turkish environment (Berlin is the largest Turkish city
outside Turkey). And up there, on the architrave, I read in giant bronze letters 'To
the German People ' .  To many of  the chi ldren playing on the lawn, as to their
parents,  uncles,  and aunts i t  seemed to say,  'This place is not for  you! You don' t
belong! You stay out! 'The inscr ipt ion sounded even more aggressive a few
weeks later when I saw it l ight up in the crackle of f ireworks, in front of the
forbidding scenery of the Reichstag. I wil l never forget this experience.

In German, the word'Volk 'has more and di f ferent connotat ions than the
Engl ish word 'people '  or  the French ' le peuple ' .  Part icular ly dur ing the twent ieth
century it has played a conflict-ridden and fateful role. Germany became a nation
state only towards the end of the nineteenth century. Unlike England and France,
which for many centur ies had been uni f ied countr ies under central  ru le,  Germans
identif ied themselves primarily on the basis of culture and ethnicity. The French
have long def ined themselves and their  nat ion in pol i t ical  and not in ethnic
terms. l twas a revolut ionary pol i t ical  c lass,  ' le peuple ' ,  which rose up and swept

Der Bevolkerung

Fig.  9.  Reichslag -  tu.ret  f lanking pedimenl.
(Photo:  Hans Haacke.)
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away the monarchy. Like other colonial empires, however, the French have also
been faclng the problem of integrating those not born of parents with ancestral
roots in the'home country ' .  St i l l ,  the of f ic ia l  French posi t ion is that  a l l  of  them
are French ci t izens to be assimi lated rather than marginal ized or excluded. ( ln
practice, of course, it does not always work out that way).

For centur ies,  German ci t izenship was def ined pr imari ly in terms of  i ts  complex
pol i t ical  geography. Unt i l  1913, bir lh in one of  the myr iad pr incipal i t ies and
kingdoms that divided the territory that is now Germany determined whose
subject one was. Probably in part responding to the large influx of Poles who
came to work in agriculture and in the mines of the Ruhr, and as a reaction to the
massive migration of Eastern Europeans westward (many of them passing
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Fig.  10.  Northern counyard of the Reichstag under construct ion,  1998. (Photo:  Hans Haacke.)



Fig. 11. Pediment of Reichstag portico. (Photo: Roman l\4ensing.)

through Germany on their way overseas) birthplace no longer determined
ci t izenship.  lnspired by the nat ional isms sweeping across Europe at  the t ime,
lineage became the new criterion. From then on, the decisive factor was whether
one had German ancestry. The Nazis eventually applied the new rules governing
German cit izenship in the most racist manner conceivable. People who had every
reason to consider themselves German and whose families had been accepted
unquestioningly for generations as German all of a sudden became foreigners
with an uncertain status. Whether a person was considered German or not
became a matter of l i fe and death. One of the sons of the Jewish bronze casters
who produced the letters for the dedication 'To the German People' died in
Auschwitz, the other was executed in Berlin-Plotzensee (prison). Members of the
Reichstag were not immune. One hundred and thirteen members of the German
Parliament were stripped of their German cit izenship. Seventy-five of them died
in pr ison and concentrat ion camps, eight commit ted suic ide.  Chi l l ing stat ist ics.

All of these thoughts passed through my mind when I read the exclusive
quallf ier 'deutsch' on the faQade of the Reichstag. I remembered how the Nazis
had turned the notion of 'Volk' into a tribal myth of ethnic purity. The use of the
pref ix 'Volk- '  prol i ferated. There were the'Volksgenossen'  ( thoroughbred
Germans), the 'Volksempfiinger' (radio), the 'Volkswagen', the 'Volksgerichts-
hof ' (Gestapo court), the'Volkssturm' (teenagers and old men who were drafted
towards the end of the war), etc. The 'gesundes Volksempfinden' (healthy sense
of the Volk) was invoked to purge the museums of 'degenerate art '. In 1934,
whi le in Danish exi le,  Bertol t  Brecht wrote an incis ive essay ent i t led'Five
Dif f icul t ies in Wri t ing the Truth ' .  He maintained that ' ln these t lmes, the one who
says Bevolkerung (population) instead of Volk, has already avoided perpetuating
many l ies. '  I  remember reading the essay in high school .  This sentence
part icular ly stuck in my mind.

From 1945 to 1989, the notion of 'Volk' was interpreted quite differently in the
so-called German Democratic Republic. Laws were passed by a 'Volkskammer'
(GDR Parl iament) ,  the mi l i tary was cal led 'Volksarmee'  and law and order was
maintained by the 'Volkspol izei ' .  People worked in 'Volkseigenen Betr ieben'
(State Enterprises). When the workers went on strike in 1953 and braved the
tanks of the rulers, Beftolt Brecht, l iving in East Berlin, made another incisive

Der Bevolkerung
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comment: 'Wouldn't it be easier if the government dissolved the people and
chose another one?' The government made the mistake of not heeding his
advice.  As a consequence, in 1989, they heard the chant 'We are the people! '
with the emphasis on the 'we'. In the tradition of the French Revolution' the
hated regime was swept away.

Let me again go back in history. When the architect Wallot proposed the
inscription 'To the German People' atthe time of the completion of his building, it
did not have the ominous ring I just recounted. The Kaiser's response was
equivalent to 'over my dead body'. The space on the architrave remained empty'
He apparently understood these words as a challenge to his supremacy and he
may have remembered what happened to one of his French peers. A reaction of a
totally different kind came from the playwright and poet, Frank Wedekind, who
had once been jailed for /ese-majest6. When he heard that such a dedication was
supposed to grace the building he wrote a satirical poem in which he prayed to
God to spare him from ever having to see these words on the Reichstag'
Wedekind rhymed 'Volke' with 'Wolke' (cloud), alluding to the semantic
cloudiness of the Teutonic word 'Volk.

In 1915, during the second year of the war, when, contrary to the init ial
enthusiasm and expectations, things were not going too well, one of the Kaiser's
advisors suggested to His Majesty that it misht now be opportune to agree to the
dedication. His thinking was that this gesture might be well received by a war-
weary nation and the Kaiser finally gave his consent. For the casting of the
bronze letters the Kaiser even approved the melting down of two canons that had
been captured during the Napoleonlc Wars. A question sti l l  to be resolved was
whether the first letter of the adjective 'deutsch' was to be done in lower case
(like all German adjectives) or whether it was to be capitalized. A Solomonic
solution was found - the entire inscription was capitalized. A clever compromise
was also reached over the conflict between the conservatives, who favoured the
old German Fraktur typeface, and the more modern inclined who argued for a
Roman typeface, a typeface commonly used by the French and Brit ish and
therefore in danger of being associated with the enemy. Peter Behrens, a well-
known designer and architect, was commissioned to design the lettering. He
joined elements of both Fraktur and Roman in an art nouveau-inspired blend.

The fact that the Kaiser consented to the dedication only under the pressures
of war, the choice of captured canons as material for the letters, and then the
struggle over the typeface, all indicate that the inscription 'To the German
People' had, right from the beginning, a nationalist charge, despite the Kaiser
hear ing a republ ican r ing.

Let me now get to the proposal I submitted
1999. I presented it personally (Fig. t2).

to the Kunstbeirat in the fall of

The Project

From the centre of the northern courtyard of the Reichstag building, white neon letters beam the
words DER BEVoLKERUNG (To the Population) toward the sky. The 7.2O m (47") high letters are
laid out on the ground along the couftyard's long axis. They can be read from the Assembly Hall
from west to east. visitors on the roof of the building can see them glowing on the bottom of
the courtyard. The typeface is derived from the inscrlption DEM DEUTSCHEN VOLKE (To the
German People) above the west gate of the Reichstag building.

The lVembers of the Bundestag are invited to bring to the coudyard 50 kilos (approx 100
oounds) of soil, from their election districts or from the states where they were elected from a
party list. The soil, coming from 669 different regions of the Federal Republic (current numfler of
deput ies),  is  to be spread in a wooden trough measur ing 6.30 x 20.80 x 0.30 m (248 x
819 x 11")  around the neon let ters.
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Natural ly,  seeds and roots f rom the places of  or ig in are embedded in the soi l  brought to Ber l in.
They wi l l  sprout,  as wi l l  a i rborne seeds from Berl in.  They are to develop freely,  wi thout any
tending. When a legis lator leaves Par l iament,  an appropr iate quant i ty of  soi l  is  removed. In turn,
newly-elected l\4embers of Parliament are invited to contribute to the soil ln the couftyard and, in
so doing, also to the vegetation.

The process of plant groMh and the addition and removal of soil (corresponding to the rhlthm
of the par l iamentary terms) is to cont inue as long as democrat ical ly elected legis lators meet in
the Reichstag bui ld ing.

At those locat ions f rom which the words DER BEVOLKERUNG can be seen. Dlaoues are to be
instal led,  i .e.  at  Assembly Hal l  level  and the press f loor,  as wel l  as in areas where the publ ic is
admit ted both in the Assembly Hal l  and on the roof.  L isted on these plaques are the names of
all l\4embers of Parliament, with their pany affiliation and the districts and states they represent.
The plaques also provide concise informat ion on the conceptual  background of  the let ter ing,  the
process of  p lant growth,  and the dates on which N4embers contr ibuted soi l .  At  the beglnning of
every new legislative term, the plaques are to be replaced so that they reflect the changed
membership of  the Par l iament.

In order to assure the widest possible access from outside the bui ld ing,  the informat ion,
together with a current photo of the couftyard, is posted on a web site established for this
purpose. A webcam overlooking the courtyard from a fixed position is programmed to take a
photo every two hours and to present the lmage taken at noon to the visitors of the web site
The web si te is updated dai ly.  A databank with a constant ly expanding picture archive wi l l  t rack
changes in the coudyard through a t ime lapse recording.

A l ink to the web si te DER BEVOLKERUNG is to give legis lators who have contr ibuted soi l  to the
courtyard an opportunity to present their own texts and images.

Objects not belonging to the project are to be removed from the coudyard.

Der Ber.iilkerung
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F ig.  12.  Hans Haacke: Original  drawing for DER BEVOLI<ERUNG, 1999
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ln order to retain a visually recognizable l ink to the inscription on the faQade, I
adopted the typeface designed by Peter Behrens and, following Bertolt Brecht's
musings, my installation is not dedicated to the 'Volk', nor exclusively to
Germans, but indiscriminately to the population of Germany: DER BEVOL-
KERUNG (Fig.  1-3.)

At present, such seemingly minor shifts have considerable significance.
German identity and the laws governing cit izenship are hotly debated topics.
Thanks to the election victory of the SPD and the Greens in 1998, l ineage is no
longer the almost exclusive criterion for cit izenship. German cit izenship laws
have changed from the ' law of blood' (lus sanguinis) towards an inclusive ' law of
soit '  ( ius so/l), a reform opposed by the conservative parties, the CDU and CSU'
They continue to appeal to xenophobic sentiments in the hope of collecting
support from those who might otherwise vote for Neo-Nazi parties. For the same
reason the CDU and CSU downplay the significance and danger of recent anti-
Semitic attacks and assaults on people who do not look sufficiently German to
their  assai lants.

Members of the Bundestag are not responsible to a mythical 'Volk' but TO THE
POPULATION. In contrast to the fiction of German tribal unity, the territory (Latin
terra 'earIh, soil, land') of the Federal Republic is a reality, recognized and
defined by international law. Posts driven into the ground along its borders
demarcate its material existence and the land is common to all who live within its
borders. In fact, some seven mill ion inhabitants of Germany, roughly nine per
cent of the population, are foreigners. Laws passed by the Bundestag affect all
inhabitants - including those who are not German cit izens and therefore cannot
vote. The national exclusivity proclaimed on the poftico of the Reichstag building
is quest ionable also in v iew of  widening European uni f icat ion and many other
transnational commitments.

Most public monuments, once they are inaugurated, fade into the landscape
like equestrian statues, their original significance forgotten' I wanted my
installation to be an ongoing process. Each member of the Bundestag (and those
who wil l be elected in the future) was therefore invited to participate in its
creation. Symbolically, the entire country is represented equally in this
ecosystem at the seat of the legislature. I understand the indiscrimlnate
gathering and mixing of soil from all regions as an anti-particularistic action. lt
affirms communality and equality and requires init iative and commitment. lt
corresponds, metaphorically, to the commitment to the common cause which is
expected from everyone when they are asked to vote. The invitation to actively
participate in the creation of this an project also suggests to the legislators that
they think about the role art works are meant to play at their pla6e of work.

The committee accepted my proposal on 2 November 1999 with one
dissenting vote - Volker Kauder of the conservative CDU. He immediately
started a nationwide campaign in the press and in Parliament to prevent the
project from being realized. Even though the art committee reconfirmed its
decision a few months later, the campaign gathered steam. Newspaper editors
of all polit ical stripes weighed in, and I must have been asked for at least a dozen
interviews by the media. Consequently, I had to learn how to handle myself in
front of a TV camera. The controversy eventually led to a debate in the full House
on 5 Apr i l  2000, on whether the proposal ,  which the Par l iament 's own commit tee
had twice approved with overwhelming majorlt ies, was indeed to be realized. lt
won by a majority of two votes, the slimmest possible margin'

The hardware of the project has since been installed. The Speaker of the
Bundestag, Wolfgang Thierse, inaugurated it on 12 September with a l itt le
speech and a bag of soil from the Jewish cemetery in Prenzlauer Berg in East
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Fig. 13. Hans Haacke: DER BEVOLKERUNG (TO THE POPULATTON), 1999.
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Ber l in where he l ives.  Two dozen of  h is col leagues ( f rom al l  part ies) jo ined hlm on
that day with soil from their election districts (Fig. 1,4). In the contest over this
issue. Frau Blank proved to be one of the most courageous Members of the
German Parliament. A member of the conservative CSU of Bavaria, she was
elected in Nuremberg. The two Conservative parties, the CDU and the CSU'
fiercely opposed my project (the dissenter of the Kunstbeirat is a prominent
leader of the CDU in Baden-WUrttemberg). But there were two notable exceptlons
- Frau Blank and Frau Sussmuth, both members of the An Committee' Frau
Sussmuth, the Speaker of the Bundestag under the previous government of
Helmut Kohl ,  is  now responsible for  many of  the more enl ightened posi t ions in
her party and, as the former head of the Kunstbeirat, she gave the committee the
status it has today. From the balcony I witnessed the two women, who sat next to
each other,  isolated in the midst  of  their  jeer ing male col leagues. Frau Sussmuth
gave an emotional speech in support of my proposal which earned strong
applause from across the aisle while her fellow party members sat on their
hands, In case my project were defeated she proposed to deposit in the
courtyard the mass of xenophobic letters she had received, berating her for
supporting it.

The opposition in her party was fuelled mainly by nationalist sentiments. They
were expressed so blatantly in the debate that members of other parties who,
unfl l then, had planned to reject the project or to abstain - many stated they did
not believe in voting on art - were so shocked that they eventually came out in
suppoft .  l ronical ly,  a prominent Green party member,  Ant je Vol lmer,  was among

Fig. 14. lnauguration of DER BEVjLKERUNG, 12 September 2000. Reichstag, Berlin. (Photo: Roman l\4ensing.)
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the most vehement opponents.  Passing an aesthet ic judgement,  she simply
cal led the project  'Bioki tsch' ,  wonder ing aloud whether any of  her fe l low
members in the Bundestag would indeed make fools of themselves by bringing
soi l  to Ber l in.  (Ear l ier  she had promoted the idea of  commissioning Bruce
Nauman instead of me and havinS his project sponsored by an art collector.)

One of the more peculiar arguments - advanced by the art historian Martin
Warnke - was gleefully seized upon by, of all people, the conservative
opposi t ion.  Br inging soi l  f rom elect ion distr icts to Ber l in,  according to their
v iew, is equivalent to the Nazi  r i tual  of  celebrat ing 'Blut  und Boden'  (Blooo ano
Soi l ) .  l f  one were to accept that  reasoning, the ground on which the two mi l l ion
Turks in Germany walk is contaminated forever by the Nazis. In effect, Hitler
would retain the ultimate authority on the meaning of earth.

The way the members of the Bundestag have since participated shows how il l-
conceived this argument was from the beginning. The Minister of Justice
collected soil from the grave of Carlo Schmid, one of the revered framers of the
country's post-war constitution. Several MPs collected soil from former
concentration camps and other sites of historical significance. One SpD
member brought soil from the site of a house that had been burnt down by
Neo-Nazis because Turks had inhabited it. others invited their constituents to
make proposals as to where soi l  should be col iected, and earth was used as a
medium to make an ecological point. I read about legislators having non-German
citizens participate in the process. Eventually of course, the soils wil l mix. Two
Green party members from Berlin let it be known that they spiked their soil with
marijuana seeds which prompted the French newspaper Le Monde to run an
article on its front page about marijuana growing at the Reichstag. Also worms
were imported (they are good for aerating the soil). I hope they multiply and wish
them good luck. A friend of mine compared the many different coloured heaps of
eafth with the heaps of spices that you find in Turkish markets in Berlin. Now the
first plants are sprouting and you can look into the courtyard aI http://
www.derbevoelkerung.de. The image is updated daily (Fig. 15).

Der Bcvdlkerung

Fig.15. Hans Haacke: DER BEVOLKER|JNG, first plant growth. (photo: Jorn Kuschinsky.)
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